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A Great

Dayout
Great Day Out is a programme for reducing
vulnerability. Eden plays host to small group
visits from agencies who support some of the
most damaged and hardest-to-reach people
in our community around Devon and Cornwall.
The challenge was that the people we would
most like to visit were the least likely to come.
The idea was that by providing an inspirational
neutral ground – a place of change – we might
help to break cycles of hopelessness, abuse
and exclusion. The result has been better than
imagined, with fundamental changes taking
place in the most unexpected ways. It has given
us the energy and integrity to move into other
complementary programmes, so forming a
living network. In the hinterland of homeless
people, those at risk and the most vulnerable,
it links closely with Growing for Life.

Growing for Life takes the simple and old
proposition that prisoners growing food in
prisons has a marked benefit on prisoner health,
behaviour and outlook. It reinforces that by
providing networked learning (with Cisco
Systems) in prisons (in horticulture, enterprise,
life skills, computing…) and being part of an
eco-system with networked social businesses
‘outside the walls’ to offer extended learning,
opportunities and jobs.

Using the art of landscaping and planting and
the immense skills of the Eden Team, led by
Paul Stone, we can unpick values, choices and
the perceptions that shape our lives. We can
reconstruct this in the context of lives and
places that have no hope, we can interpret a
journey of chance, fortune and risk and finally,
we can reveal the optimism of humanity,
shared responsibility and personal endeavour.
However, the best bit will be that much of the
planting, pre-fabrication, build and hosting
will be done by people who are themselves in
prison, homeless or at risk. Who is who, whether
Eden staff, contractors or participants in the
programmes matters not at all – that we are
all in this together is the point.

This will be a very different Chelsea garden,
where the journey is more important than the
destination. But when it is all over, the effort
will have only just begun.
The intention is for all contributors (individual
and in groups) to then act as the catalyst for
the next expansion of the Eden programmes
elsewhere in the country. Skills will be built
upon, experiences gained and valued. Over
the coming months a huge challenge will be
faced – this is not going to be easy, but all the
pieces are in place for an excellent adventure!
An update on the development of
Eden’s Chelsea exhibit will appear
in the Spring issue.

It is active in Dartmoor Prison, Occombe Farm
near Torbay and Shekinah Mission in Plymouth.
It will shortly involve Wandsworth, Exeter and
Channings Wood prisons plus other enterprises,
as a coherent and productive regional model
to reduce re-offending, offering channels to
higher level and employment-led skills for
people on the fringes of the market and those
at risk. The prospect for replication in other
regions or nations is clear, as is the possibility
that this networked enterprise approach
would underpin efforts to regenerate and
recover marginal communities and make a
significant contribution to prosperity – with a
catalysing effect on local food production and
distribution, construction and IT businesses.

P
aul
McGowan
artist in residence at Eden 2008/09

By Glenys Pritchard
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A chance meeting with Tim Smit at a charity
auction led to the brilliant contribution of Paul
McGowan becoming artist in residence at Eden and
the appearance of his vibrant paintings in the
Mediterranean Biome. On previous visits to Eden
with his family Paul had been impressed, without
feeling the need to commit to a whole year of
expressive imagery – until of course he fell into
conversation with Tim.
He was inspired by the education programmes
at Eden and began work in a purpose-built
shed – a third of the size of his Bath studio –
to create the work called ‘Living on the Edge’
which was shown in the Mediterranean
Biome until December 2008.
This work confronted issues about diverse
species which live on the edge of existence;
an existence that is controlled by us – we
are all culpable. Mixed in with these abstract
wildlife paintings were images of abstract mask
paintings, pieced together from anatomical
elements of extinct or endangered animals.
The paintings reflect our awareness and feelings
of guilt and responsibility. They are a riot of
colour and can be appreciated for their raw
energy and vibrancy in the height of summer,
but especially on a cold November day.
Paul explains: ‘By painting the masks in a
very minimal but aggressive manner, I was
attempting to infuse the direct power of
raw tribal art with a sense of contemporary
graffiti. Very simple, very direct and open
to interpretation, I wanted people to find
their own way around and I wanted people
to find something profound.’

This sentiment will also apply to the new work
coming in Spring 2009. With a working title
at the moment of ‘Entrances and Exits (The
Antechamber)’ this installation is about life
and death, or to put it more lightly about
walking into a room by one door and walking
out by another.
This piece, which will be of mixed media and
3D work, will be constantly evolving with time,
with dark beginnings and then brighter futures.
He hopes to work with schoolchildren to paint
individual large pictures which will make a
massive collage for the rock face in the Outdoor
Biome. These are very ambitious plans and
we will bring you news of how the work is
progressing throughout the coming season.
Paul comments: ‘By bringing together a group
of artists from different disciplines I am taking
on the role of a creative director as well as artist
with this piece. I am looking to infuse different
skills and work practices. The work will bring
darkness to Eden at a time that’s about light.
Examining the troubled human psyche along
an unpredictable path. The work will echo
the traces of a destructive human presence.
Aware of the human condition.
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By painting the masks in
a very minimal but aggressive
manner, I was attempting to
infuse the direct power of
raw tribal art with a sense
of contemporary graffiti.

The mystery, the misery. Fragile and unstable,
Isolation and alienation. The antechamber.
‘This will be one of my last works concerning
urban society for some years. I have decided
to look at a larger landscape of concern.
Hopefully I will be able to go on the next
Cape Farewell trip and my work will then
take on a different set of implications.
Something bigger than just analysing
what we have done or who we are.’
Paul has an infectious enthusiasm about
his work; he whirls into the office and is so
passionate about what he wants to achieve
and how we will help him realise his vision.
In his first installation he had a vision of flying
triptychs – a first for Eden – but we have the
skills in our team and we made it happen! In
the meantime, as well as preparing for the
next installation, he will also be working with
Chris Stocker on designs for t-shirts and says,
‘The designs will be challenging. They will
question the way we live, remaining open
to interpretation.’
www.paul-mcgowan.com

